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The1\ict'Paper -. : · 
Also on Friday, AS220 brings you a Cuneiform 
Records Showcase featuring Forever Einstein 
Birdsongs of the Mesozoic, and Dr. Nerve. F~rever 
Einstein is described in the official newsletter as 
"intelligent instrumental music," Birdsongs of the 
Mesozoic are flat-out brilliant (they can play some 
mean pool, too), and Dr. Nerve are "microtonal big 
band rock from New York City." Real loud. Bert's 
done it again; give him your support...or die. 
April 7th (that's Saturday to you) Green Magnet 
School1s ~t AS220. It's going to be one hell of an 
experience and it's a guaranteed sell-out Get there 
real early for Meatballs/Fluxus, a film presentation 
by John Moritsugu, Der Elvis and Providence's 
own Six Finger Satellite. The Satellite has landed 
the world is green and "I think that's noble." ' 
In the gallery this week at AS220, we have 
"Surrounded By Deceit, Haunted By The Past And 
Time Is Running Out," multi-media paintings by 
Mark Goodkin, and works by Kathy Silva, through 
April. Art for the Peppas. No Federalis, I promise. 
The gallery opening is Sunday so I guess you'll have 
to wait for time-tci run-out. · 
6 
MUSIC. It's a damned prog-rock love-in 
down at the only-place in town that 
would support a damned prog-rock love 
in. AS220 is the stop-off point for a 
showcase by three bands who record for 
the Cuneiform label. Each of the ensem-
bles- Forever Einstein, Birdsongs of 
the Mesozoic and Dr. Nerve- are for-
malist units. which take their improv 
seriously, but don't surrender a bit to the 
helping hand of composition. And there 
are no maybes; in their work you can 
hear the profound mix of spontaneity 
and structure. There's a tad of humor in 
the way Birdsongs bring classical ideas 
to avant-pop turf. Nerve boss Nick 
Didkovsky's an analytical guitarzan 
whose string prowess isn't without an 
,_ 
Stars & Bars 
B ig benefit at the Last Call Saloon Sunday to ben-efit UCAP (Urban Collaborative Accelerative 
Program). I've mentioned them before, but to 
reiterate and simplify, they provide free rrtusic and cre-
ative arts lessons to urban junior high kids in danger of 
dropping out. Bert from AS220, Rory from the Pre-
miers, a11d Laura Travis, champion and cheerleader of 
Celtic music all offer their valuable time for free; Sun-
day, you get a great lineup featuring R~sh (Karl says 
it's their first Call gig ever), Big Nazo, She Cried from 
Boston, the Local Yokels (featuring local horrormeister 
Les Daniels), Roomful members ·galore, the Dennis 
McCarthy Band with ace git-slinger Paul Murphy and 
the lovely WHJY DJ Beth Holland. Suggested donation 
is either $4 or a used instrument that works. Thanks to 
all musici<ms and John D. for the effort. Be there. 
Saturday evening is truly hairy, so wear your run-
ning shoes. Cool Beverages open for Boo Radley, hav-
ing recovered from the Mill Fire and rarin' to go; Green 
Magnet School from Framingham are at AS220 with 
the Meatballs (and another John Moritsugu short), and 
Omar and the Howlers bring their ragin' Austin sound 
to the Last Call. Travel light and step quickly. And, as 
usual, look both ways. CJ 
